Healing Begins Here
1-800-990-KAIR
www.woundk-air.com

Patirot - ALAL True Low Air Loss with Alternating Pressure



True low air loss therapy provides the
ideal microclimate for wound healing



Three pressure zones provide advanced
pressure relief



Gentle alternation to assist in stimulating
capillary circulation
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“Up to 1000 liters of air flow per minute are
delivered to the patient surface to provide an
ideal microclimate for wound healing.”
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changes to therapeutic settings
The Kair Medical, Patriot ALAL provides advanced pressure relief with true low air loss therapy to
provide the ideal microclimate for wound healing. Delivering up to 1000 liters of air per minute to
the true low air loss surface reduces heat and moisture build-up at the patient, surface interface.
Reducing heat and moisture reduces the detrimental effects they can have on pressure, shear and
friction.
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constant advanced pressure relief
Alternation mode provides all the benefits of the Static mode with the addition of gentle alternating
pressure to aid in stimulating blood flow. By engaging the Autofirm mode the Patriot ALAL
The Kair Medical, Patriot ALAL provides advanced pressure relief with true low air loss therapy to
quickly provides a uniform firm surface to facilitate care giving from position changes to transfers.
provide the ideal microclimate for wound healing. Delivering up to 1000 liters of air per minute to
the true low air loss surface reduces heat and moisture build-up at the patient, surface interface.

